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Bumstock XYIIJ
photo by John Baer
Tom and the Scubas perform at Bumstock 18 Saturday afternoon at the new concert facilit) behind Hilltop com-plex. See more photos from the weekend's activities on pages 4 and 5.
UMaine
celebrates
Earth Day
By Michael Reagan
Staff Writer.
Earth Day was celebrated yesterday at the
University of Maine with events bening held
across campus.
Starting with a sunrise ceremony on
Cadillac Mountain with Native Americans,
Maine's largest Earth Day activities were at
UMaine, according to Lynne
Haudenschield, chair of the Earth Day
Coordinating Committee.
Committee members estimated that
several thousand people came to UMaine
to observe and participate in Earth Day ac-
wities, which ranged from children's games
3-11 the mall to video presentations in the
Memorial Gym.
Haudenschield thought the turnout for
Earth Day was good and said she was im-
pressed by the concern shown by the peo-
ple who attended Earth Day events at
(see EARTH page 3)
American hostage freed Sunday
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Pro-Iranian
kidnappers freed U.S. -hostage Robert
Polhill in Beirut Sunday after holding
him for nearly 39 months, according to
witnesses and a Shiite Moslem leader
believed to influence the kidnappers.
The White house said U.S. plane
would take Polhill to West Germany foi
debriefing and a medical examination
before he returns to the United States.
"I'm very happy and grateful to all
the people who spent time on my case,"
Polhill said in a Syrian TV interview. But
he added: "I'm still deeply concerned
about my two friends and others who are
still held in the conditions I was held in."
Seventeen western hostages remain in
„Lebanon, including seven Americans.
Witnesses said Polhill, 55, of New
York was released at 5:15 p.m. (11:15 a.m.
EDT) near the seaside Summerland
Hotel in Moslem west Beirut.
It was the first time an American
hostage has been freed in nearly 3-and-
a-half years.
Terms of the release, which followed
a series of communiques from the Shiite
Moslem kidnappers, were not known.
Brig. Gen. Ghazi Kenaan, head of
Syrian military intelligence in Lebanon,
took delivery of the American after he
was set free near the hotel, the witnesses
said on condition of anonymity.
"A car screeched to a halt about 50
yards from the entrance to the Sum-
merland. The rear left door was opened
and the hostage climbed out."
"The rear door of a waiting car on the
other side of the street was then opened
and the hostage walked straight into
it." the witness said. "It only took a
few seconds."
He said Kenaan then arrived in a
bullet-proof, black Mercedes-Benz
escorted by a dark gray Mercedes and a
brown Range Rover. After a brief ex-
change of words they sped off ,with
Polhill, he said.
Islamic Jihad for the Liberation of
Palenstine has held the three American
educators since Jan. 24, 1987.
They other two are Alan Steen, a
native of Boston who turned 51 on Sun-
day; and Jesse Turner, 42, of Boise,
Idaho. They were kidnapped from th-e
Beirut University College campus by
gunmen disguised as police officers.
The last U.S. hostage to be freed was
David Jacobsen, former director of the
American University Hospital in Beirut.
He was kidnapped in Beirut May 28,
1985, was released Nov. 2, 1986.
He had been held by another Shiite
faction, Islamic Jihad, or Islamic Holy
War. ,
Word that a hostage would be freed
first surfaced Wednesday, when the kid-
nappers announced they would release
one of the three hostages after President
Bush refused to send John Kelly, assis-
tant secretary of state for Near East af-
fairs, to Damascus as the kidnappers
had demanded.
On Saturday, Beirut television quoted
an unidentified Syrian official as saying
the hostage would be freed Sunday.
Hours before Sunday's reported
release, the captors released a third state-
ment saying they would free one of the
American educators within 24 hours.
The communique cited "energetic
mediation" by Iran and Syria, tehran's
main Arab ally, to prevent the promised
release from collapsing.
The Arabic-language statement warn-
ed that Israeli attacks on Shiite fun-
damentalist guerrillas in south Lebanon
could torpedo the release plan. It also
(see HOSTAGE page 8)
Awards to honor
unsung students
By Simon Varney
Staff Writer
The Outstanding Achievement
Awards honor unsung student
achievers who make daily, positive
contributions to the campus
cornmunity.
Achievement pins, honor rolls and
graduation itself recognize academic
accomplishments, while the Outstan-
ding Achievement Awards
acknowledge those individuals who
make the University of Maine a bet-
ter and more enjoyable place to live,
study and socialize.
"The Outstanding Achievement
Awards are institutional recognition
of all your day by day activities,"
said Dwight Rideout, assistant vice
president and dean of student
services.
Awards come in four categories:
community service, campus citizen-
ship, athletic achievement, and arts
and communication.
Rideout said a maximum of 12
awards are given, with no more than
three recipients in each category. All
12 awards are not always given.
. (see AWARD page 9)
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Monday April 2:3
6am The Oboes
7am The Snkthereens
lam Timbuck 3
Sam Jack Hardy
10am l..sanna
Itam The Silos
12prr The Smiths
tprn The Smiths
2pm Bitty Bragg
3pin The Cult
4pm The Cult
Sprn Sig Country
6prn Jo. Jackson
'pm Joe Jackson
Spm 3e.li Order
9pm Nevi Order
trri The
Itpm The Cur!.
Tuesday April 24
6am Joe Salmon'
7am Cruel Story Of Youth
Sam Skinny Puppy
9am The Jain
10arn Joy Division
1 1 am Televon
12pm Sugarcubes
tpm Sex Pistols
2pm The Clash
3pm Madness
acim Fishbone
Spirt The Tailgators
6prn 4ane Aau:ct,on
7pm The Poiv.:,e
Spm King C7-.r7:s.-;:-.
9pm 1 3Jk Ta!V
tOpm INXS
I PM 'Night abc)
Wednesday April 25
6am Rolling Stones
lam Pete T ownshenc
Sam English Beat
9am Eboncke
10am Gun Club
1 1 am Ministry
12pm The Chills
I pm The Venaines
2pm Scrawl
3pm Replacement!
tbm Kate Bann
Sprn Sinead 0 Connor
SPm Lf2
7pm U2
Spm
9pm Pogues
lOpm Waterboys
11pm Waterboys
TERM PAPER?
Don't despair!
Try the Term Paper Counseling Service at Fogler Library.
We'll help with all aspects of library research.
For details, ask at the Library's Information Desk, or call 581-1673.
Students to vote
on recreation fee
By Shelly Pullen
Special to the Campus
University of Maine students will vote
April 26 on whether or not to increase
the recreation fee from $7.50 to $10 per
semester.
Recreational Sports Director Dave
Ames initially presented his proposal of
increacing the recreation fee to Student
Government in November, 1989. It was
not until this month that the General
Student Senate discussed the proposal
and decided to include it in a referendum
to be voted upon by student body.
All students taking six or more credit
hours pay the recreation fee.
The fee allows use of:
-weight rooms
-Wallace pool
-Alfond arena
-racquetball/squash courts
-indoor tennis courts
-all intramural programs
-recreation fee also enables reduced
Prices for equipment rentals and aerobic
classes.
The $7.50 recreation fee has been in
effect since the fall of 1986. In the pro-
posal to increase the fee, Ames stated
that since that time the inflation rate has
averaged five percent a year and student
wages trave.increased 25 percent. In ad-
dition, four to five new sport clubs have
come into existence and a fitness center
has been added.
"We want to inform students and en-
courage them to vote one way or the
other. It should be a knowledgable vote
and we just want people to realize that
we feel the increase will benefit them and
we can add more services, " Ames
said.
Ames pointed out that in comparison
to other schools such as the University
of New Hampshire, UMaine's recreation
fee is low, and UN H's programs are not
as good as UMaine's, although UNH
does have the advantage of more field
space.
"Athletics is taking more and more
practice time. Students have fewer places
to recreate and yet they're recreating
more and more," said Ames.
Recreational Sports hopes to eventual-
ly build two full-size practice fields for
recreation so that clubs and intramurals
have a place to play.
Ames wants to purchase two more
stairmasters and one or two more
lifecycles for the fitness center. He said
the machines are so popular that there
are waiting lists to get on them.
Ames estimated the four machines
would cost between $8,000 and $10,000.
"We feel out ogram; are an outlet for
students for their social and leisure
entertainment because we're not in an
urban area where there are a lot more
social and cultural activities to be involv-
ed in," Ames said 
Ames stated that fitness is in and peo-
ple are active and want to do things, and
that costs money.
. "Hopefully this increase will go for
another four or five years and keep us
funded," he said.
"People are often confused that
Recreational Sports programs benefit
from the comprehensive fee," said
Ames. "Recreational Sports doesn't
receive any of that money. We rely on the
recreation fee."
U.S. watches at
borders for Nazis
WASHIN(.111)N (AP) - The United
States has turned away about a dozen
suspected Nazi criminals who tooked ad-
vantage of eased visa requirements to
reach U.S. airports in recent months, a
government official said Friday.
Other suspected Nazis on a list of peo-
ple banned from this country may have
managed to slip into the United States
because of the change, which allows
West Germans to visit here without a
visa, said Neal Sher, who heads the
Justice Department's Nazi-hunting
--office.
Sher declined to name those who were
turned away but said he expects an in-
crease in the number of interceptions as
the summer tourist season begins.
Previously, West Germans had to app-
ly for visitor visas at a U.S. consulate,
where their applications were checked
against the thousands of names on the
so-called "watch list" of suspected Nazi
war criminals.
In October, however, West Germany
joined other U.S. allies in a program that
waives visitor visas for the United States.
Since then, visitors are merely screened
by Immigration and Naturalization Ser-
vice officers at the passport control
booths of airports, ports and border
crossings.
The INS officials check a visitors
passport against lists in their computers
and can stop a person whose name
shows up. But some probably get
through if, for example,'a full flight
lands late at night and the passport in-
spectors are flooded with work, Sher
said. This complicates the work of his
office, which has had to dispatch staff
to various airports around the country
to question suspected Nazis stopped by
INS inspectors, he said.
Sher said he recently got a call from
the INS at Boston's Logan airport at
10:30 on a Saturday night about a West
German whose name showed up in the
computer when he went through
passport control.
The man, whom Sher declined to
name, had won a free trip to the United
States, including a cruise from Florida.
Sher said he went to his office to check
the records and found that the man had
been extradited to Poland in 1947 from
the U.S. zone of West Germany for
suspected involvement in Nazi atrocities.
"We put him on a plane home the next
morning," Sher said.
"Our views have been made to other
government agencies about the impact
this has on our work," Sher said.
But the State Department is "very
satisfied" with the visa waiver program,
said State Department spokeswoman
Frances Jones. She said 3 million
foreigners entered the United States as
(see NAZI page 3)
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•Earth
UMaine.
The Native American council of
Elders met in the Memorial Gymnasium
Sunday afternoon and among the issues
raised was the possibility of a nuclear
waste dump on Indian lands in Maine,
Haudenschield said.
On the possibility of having an Eaith
Day next year, Haudenschield said "I
hope this is just the beginning, that we
can build on this." She said that she
has talked to other people concerned
about the environment and thought it
will be possible. "We won't have to wait
another 20 years for an Earth Day,"
she said.
•Nazi
The Earth Day committee will still be
meeting after Earth Day, according to
Haudenschield, and the organizations
involved in this year's events were being
contacted for next year.
Nick Houtmann, a member of the
committee who worked at two booths in
the Memorial Gym, said there was "a
real mix" of people at the events. He
also said that not only were People able
to leard about the environment but see
the wide variety of organizations involv-
ed in Earth Day.
"I am hoping that this event could
generate increased awareness for the
need for citizens' participation, for
university departmental efforts in en-
visitors this year, with only 600 being
found ineligible and sent back. Neither
the State Department nor the INS could
provide figuresn West German visitors
but Jones conTirmed that about one
dozen had been turned away because of
suspected Nazi pasts.
She said U.S. consulate officers
abroad advise West Germans that if they
have doubts about their eligibility to
enter the United States they should apply
for a visa before setting out on the ex-
pensive trans-Atlantic trip.
But Sher said those who have
(continued from page 2)
something to hide take a chance they
won't be caught.
Last Saturday, he said, helot a call
from the 'airport at %rt Lauderdale,
Fla., about another West German whose
name showed up in the INS computer.
Sher said he went to his office and
found the man had been a guard at a
Nazi death camp. Under questioning,
which Sher directed by phone, the man
admitted he had an underarm tattoo of
the elite Nazi SS unit.
"Needless to say, he never got to see
Florida either," Sher said.
VSeIOMS & GRADS /'guinos Restaurant presents special hours 'for alt theMoms and Grads
'J±' !)k\GRADUATION
DAY II DAY
Saturday, May 12
12 noon to 10 pm
N''"- • /
MOTHER'S
Sunday, May 13
3 pm to 10 pm
735 Main Street, Bangor
Call 942-1240 for reservations
WOMEN'S
UMAINE WOMEN INTERESTED IN PLAYING
VARSITY TENNIS IN THE FALL 1990,
CAN MEET WITH THE TEAM CAPTAINS
AND COACH AT THE DEXTER LOUNGE
MONDAY, APRIL 30, FROM 2-4:00 P.M.
OR CONTACT BRUCE JENSEN, 363
AUBERT HALL (581-1177)
vironmental efforts," he said, "and I
think that one thing that this shows is
that there's already a tremendous
amount going on in Maine."
Jeremiah Genest, a UMaine student
who has been working for student par-
ticipation in Earth Day and who was
working at the table for the Society of
1,1
(continued from page 1)
American Foresters in the Memorial
Gym, said he was not sure if Earth Day
would happen next year.
"Part of it is because the environment
is vogue, it's a fad,'' he said. "It's a
lot easier to get people out for a twen-
tieth anniversary than it is for a yearly
event."
WANTED
Student Academic Advisors
to work with first year students 1990-1991.
Must be in Colleges of Sciences,
Social and Behavioral Sciences, or
Arts and Humanities.
Must live in Campus Resilience Hall,
preferably East or West Campus.
Minimum CPA 2.7.
Stipend provided.
Contact: Frank Roberts
205 Murray Hall
Phone: 581-3210
lames Kopp
Of RD Atidroscoggin Hall
Phone: 581-4905
A Lesson in
Economics
Student "A" purchases a SMITHEREENS
ticket at the Memorial Union Information
Booth before May 2nd for $8.00.
Student "B" purchases a SMITHEREENS
ticket on May 2nd for $12.00.*
Student "A" invests half the $4.00 saved
into an 18-month CD at 12% interest; the
rest is split between blue chip stocks, a
down payment on a new BMW, and a
Friday afternoon run to Thriftway.
SMITHEREENS
Wednesday, May 2, 8 pm
in the Memorial Gym
UMaine Student price: $8
General Public price: $12
*(0917 the day of the show. all tickets will be sold for $12.00)
c o m m trt e e In 
Brought to you by the LiMaine Concert Committee
assoclatloii with The Alumni Association
& The Presidents Office
.01 as.
4 The Maine Campus, Monday-lbesday Edition, April 23-24, 1990.
Bumstock IXYIII
The eighteen-year tradition of Bumstock continued at the University of Maine,
despite a change in location and rain early Saturday morning.
Starting later in the day due to rain, Bumstock was held at the new concert
facility near the Hilltop complex. Students danced in the mud in front of the
stage and listened listened to groups like the Grateful Dead-inspired Broken Men
and the reggae band Bim Skala Him.
Bumstock was extended an extra half hour until 10:30 p.m. because of the
postponement earlier in the morning. Other groups that performed were Darien
Brams and the Soul Miners, Dani Tribesmen, Tom and the Scubas, Devin and
Friends, and Twenty-Seven Wishes. Donations were accepted to support the
Orono Creative Playground.
Staff Photos by Scott LeClair
1990. The Maine Campus, Monday-Tuesday Edition, April 23-24, 1990.
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Spring Woodsman's
Weekend
John Peipher, a freshman on the University of Maine Woodsman Team, saws through Jim F'y fe from Community College of Finger Lakes in Rochester, New York,
a block of wood during the 44th annual Woodsman's Competition held this weekend. relaxes after a three-man speed chop competition.
Earth Day 1990
Chris Lotspeich, a representative from Central Maine Recycling, explains the process of recycling plastic
at Earth Day celebrations held in the Memorial Gym.
Staff Photos by John Baer
5
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Composer to teach
"Music is sound." "Music is
silence,-'-! tMusic is for everyone..."
These art-some of the familiar phrases
used by the internationally-known com-
poser/performer David Darling.
A cellist since the age of nine, the now
46-year-old Darling continues as an in-
credible performer with a mission to
help people of all ages to unlock their
individual musicality.
As one of the "consort," he was
with Paul Winter on the trek through the
Grand Canyon. Darling has come eye-
to-eye vs ith a mother whale while
assisting to gather data on these mam-
mals' responses to particular sounds—
in this case, cello, in a rubber raft off the
Baja peninsula.
Darling has also had his music,
"Minor Blue for solo cello," taken in-
to outer space on one of the manned
space missions. He is a member of the
board .of directors of the Omega In-
stitute for Holistic Studies and co-
founder of Music For People, Inc.
On Thursday. April 26, Darling will
be presenting a working session, free of
charge, for any interested musicians ac-
tive or inactive, performers or non-.
performers, in the Lown rooms of the
Memorial Union from 2-4:30 p.m. He
will be appearing as part of a much
larger project undertaken by the
Downeast School of the Bangor School
Department.
This project is funded in part by a
grant from the New England Foundation
for the Arts, and Meet the Composer,
Inc., with additional support coming
from the Maine Arts Commission, and
the Nationt(1 Endowment for the Arts.
Additional funding had been provid-
ed by the Downeast Friends, a parent
organization, and the Bangor Education
Foundation.
For further information on this or
other events during Darling's week-long
residency, please contact project direc-
tor Susan Grindall at 941-6240. If you
plan to attend the Thursday event, you
are encouraged to bring your favorite in-
strument, voice included.
Ensemble to perform
Orono. Maine—The University of
Maine Percussion Ensemble will per-
form its spring concert Thursday, April
26 at Lord Hall. The 8 p.m. performance
is free and open to the public.
Stuart Marrs, UMaine assistant pro-
fessor of music and president of the
Maine Chapter Society, is the ensemble's
director.
The April 26 concert will feature a
variety of styles from-complex contem-
porary art music to ragtime xylophone
and hot Caribbean sais.i.
Marrs will be joining. the'en.-!",.ble !I.
several numbers. playing a variety of in-
struments including marimba,
vibrophone, bass drum, snare drum,
suspended cymbals and guiro.
The highlight of the evening, says
Marrs, will be a performance of a salsa
number complete with sychronized dan-
cing by two members of the University
of Maine CASS (Cooperative Associa-
tion of States for Scholarships) program
from Santa Domingo.
The Maine Campus, Monday-Tuesday Edition, April 23-24, 1990.
Tammy ynette
ammy Wynette to
sing on April 26
TAMMY
WYNETTE
Thursday, April 2-t5 at 8 pm
With dozens of classic chart-
topping songs to her credit,
hers is one of the biggest
names in country music_
STUDENT RUSH
isTICKETS: S10 with valid
UM Student ID - DAY OF
SHOW ONLY!
Tickets
available to
UM Students
undcr the
Comprehensive
Fcc Program.
NIKOLAIS DANCE
THEATRE
Saturday, April 2:8 at 8 pm
Even with a career spanning 50 years,
Ahvin Nikolais continues to break new
ground. An original multi-media
performance! Sponsored by UM
Alumni Association
Free Lecture by Alumn Nikolais on "New
Technologies in Theatre" at 6:30 in the
Bodwal Dining Area
(I 'apprised by agrant fry's dye Nrw Eliglased Frusidatiew for tibe Artr with fund/jaw from the National
Darwin's, for that Aritr 'road the Mans e Art' Gnaw isriora. /savory sponsored by Distiaraisbed Lecture Series with
turffirrt fres tit Collars! Affairs Grimm ittee, the A realer Lord Fella and the (/au. of 1934 Farad)
For Tickets & Information (207) 581-1755
All Seats Reserved. Charge by phonc 9-4 Weekdays. Ticket Officc window open
9-4 weekdays and 1 8c1/2 hours before every event
Visa/MasterCard/Checks/Cash
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
University of Maine, Orono
Singer Tammy Wynette, who rose from a
Mississippi farming background to the top of the
country music charts, will bring her talents to the
University of Maine on Thursday, April 26.
Dubbed the First Lady of Country Music,
Wynette will perform at 8 p.m. in Hutchins Con-
cert Hall. For more information, call the MCA Box
Office, 581-1755.
Wynette was working on the family farm at the
age of 7, enduring the long, backbreaking hours in
the cotton fields by daydreaming of singing before
thousands of people. Before she started school,
Wynette played the piano and sang in church and.
by adolescence, had organized a trio which perform-
ed on local radio.
Her early life was marked by divorce and pover-
ty. She later was employed as a hairdresser and still
keeps her beautician's license up to date.
After cutting her first single, "Apartment -9,"
in 1966, Wynette went on to sell more than 30
million records, grossing more than S100 million.
Her recording of "Stand by Your Man" is the
biggest-selling single in the history of country music.
Her releases have made the No. 1 position on the
charts some 35 times. She became the first female
country artist to receive a platinum album, won two
Grammys, was named Female Vocalist of the Year
three times by the Country Music Association, and
was cited as the Academy of Country Music's Top
Female Vocalist in 1969. She has won similar honors
abroad.
Read the
sports
pages
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DanceBrazil energetic, entertaining
By Kandra Ayotte
Special to the Campus
An evening with John Viera's
"DanceBrazil" was ar.; entertaining as it
Was
"Bahia De Ifa, translates
"Mystic" or "Magical" Bahia, named
the performance as a both aural and
visual experience in representing the
photo by Dave Burnes
cultural power of the Africans of Bahia
and their lived traditions. Their African
culture was represented through mime,
dance, and combat.
The aura of the performance catered
first on the aural sence of enjoyment
with the energetic rhythmic beat for the
dancers being provided by live percus-
sionists placed stage right of the dancers.
The percussionists brought the audience
All stutieNts All pnoqnams Summen 1990. Fall 1990, Spniric 1991
ENtER A NEW WORLD AS YOU scum, ABROAD
0://rAniliailintat\
40"MM1V1111MIL
.40M1.1 111•111111
tirlt -111116:11111/1/
NPR IMF" Mr
-Nth: orov
—
-t-ucly7lbroctd
PRE-DEPARCURE
OR1EN'CACION
rucsbay, Apttii 24, 3:30-6:00 pm
HONORS CeNtelt
•-• •
into the heart of the dances as the feel-
ing of the drum beats tingled through
their limbs.
The opening piece of "Ceremony"
was simplistic in its movements, but col-
orful in its array of fabrics worn much
like that of the African culture of being
wrapped in sheets of fabric.
This ritualistic dance represented the
celebration of the power of all gods and
goddesses with respect to the father of
all creation known as Oxala. As part of
the ceremonial movement, dancers
entered, performing a ritual of purifica-
tion of the stage and percussionists.
Overall, the simplicity of the ritualistic
dance seemed to lag at times. One would
have hoped for a stronger performance
by the female dancers. The energy level
was only half of what was seen in the
pieces to follow. The "Ceremony" was
not the spectacle of an opening that a
performer works toward nor the au-
dience comes to see.
Supplementing "Ceremony" was
"Divinities" with each of the gods and _
goddesses being celebrated by a dance.
The first to be noted was the Goddess
Oxum of fertility, gold, and rivers. She
was sensuous and tantalizing in her sub-
tle rib isolations.
Her vanity and selfabsorbedness
developed in her admiring herself
through a mirror.
Following was the strong dancer of
Oxossi, as the god of the jungles and the
hunters. He carried a bow and arrow of
iron as he danced aggressively through
UNION
BOARD
a dance of combat and athletic
movements on the floor. This section
was supplemented by natural sounds of
birds which blended in with the drum
beats of the percussions.
After Oxossi, four dancers as carriers
of baskets lightened the atmosphere with
cheerful, upbeat, energetic movements.
This was only to be contrasted with
the arrival of Xango, god of thunder and
justice brandishing a double-edged axe.
The rhythm aggressively accelerated as
thunder seemed to appear through
special lighting effects.
"Divinities" ended with Oxala, the
father of all gods and goddesses and
creator of the world.
Oxala appeared doing a decrepit
movement while costumed by four ser-
vants which held a canopy above him.
Through "Ceremony" and
"Divinities," one experienced
_ritualistic dances of the gods and god-
desses in direct association with nature
as the source of power.
The second half of the performance
called "Traditions, " represented
DanceBrazil as a strong dance company
performing the traditional, energetic
African movement that the African
culture is known for.
The first piece, "Maculele, " involv-
ed movement representing a dance which
originated in the sugar fields of Bahia,
the center of African culture in Brazil.
B.Y.O.B.
(see DANCE page 12)
(Bring Your Own Bear)
Teddy Bear Competition
Wednesday, Rpril 25 (Maine Bay)
in the steam plant parking lot
Judging at 1:00 by :
Janet Smith (WLBZ-T0)
Paul Bunyan (KISS 94-FM)
Bananas , the ()Maine Bear
Categories are :
Looks most Lifte owner SaMURI SE2.4411. Award
"IDS t ttrlatne Spit-Wed
Most Love4 (feast amt of hair/most repairs)
Mast ttuaryabie
Judge's Choice/13est Overall.
01.iiest
test Dressed
Largest
At
Registration from 11:30 tc, 12:45
prizes will be awarded
8 The Maine Campus, Monday-Tuesday Edition, April 23-24, 1990.
Hostage
demanded that Kenaan be in Beirut for
the freeing of the hostage.
The warning about Israeli attacks on
Shiite fundamentalist guerrillas referred
to an attack on Friday, when six guer-
rillas of the Iranian-backed Hezbollah,
or Party of God, were killed in Israeli air
and ground attacks on bases in the
western Bekaa Valley ‘illage of Ein
al-Tineh.
Shiite factions linked to Hezbollah are
believed to hold most of the western
hostages. Before Sunday's release, there
were 18 Western hostages, including
eight Americans.
The statement warned that if the Israel
T
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strikes again, "everything that has been
reached will be undermined."
Syria, as it moves back to the Arab
mainstream after years of isolation, ap-
parently wants to improve its image in
the West and hopes that mediating the
release of U.S. hostages will persuade the
United Staes to eventually take it off the
list of countries sponsoring terrorism.
Some of the more pragmatic politicians
in Iran also apparently want to improve
ties with the West.
The longest held Western hostage is
Terry A. Anderson, chief Middle East
correspondent for The Associated Press,
who was kidnapped March 16, 1985.
(continued from page 1)
On Saturday, an Iranian newspaper
close to Iran's president said the first
release could lead to another release by
another pro-Iranian group. It did not
identify the group
Iran's ambassador to the United Na-
tions also expressed hope Sunday there
would be more releases.
"We are really hopeful that this pro-
cess would be sped up and more
hostages would be released." Kama!
Kharrazi said on CBS-TV's "Face the
Nation" program.
But he added, "our influence on those
who have the hostages...is limited."
April 28 astronomy
day at UMaine
ORONO, Maine - Astronomy Day
1990, the first celebration at the Univer-
sity of Maine of this international obser-
vance, will be held on Saturday, April 28,
with a daylong schedule, of events
designed for the serious amateur
astronomer and the beginning observer
as well as the general public.
The university will join 13 other na-
tional and international organizations in
supporting Astronomy Day which has
been an annual event for almost a
decade since it was initiated by the
American Astronomical League, an
association of 170 clubs and 10,000
members. There will be free admission
for most of the UM activities which are
sponsored by the UM Planetgium and
the UM Department of Physics and
Astronomy.
The program will include a comet
watch, open house at the Observatory,
physics demonstrations, computer ap-
plications in astronomy, science career
question and answer sessions with
pyhsics and astronomy faculty and
students, videos, talks by professionals,
and Planetarium shows. Parking direc-
tions, a campus map and other informa-
tion may be obtained by writing to
Astronomy day 1990, Planetarium,
wingate Hall, University—of- Maine,
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Alan W. Davenport, Planetarium
director and coordinator of the UM
Observatory, invites amateur
astronomers and clubs throughout the
stae to make plans to participate ;n the
day's events by contacting him at the
Planetarium.
Astronomy day will begin with a com-
et watch from 4-5 a.m. at the Obser-
vatory for Comet Austin, anew celestial
body discovered in December. An open
house at the Observatory and sunspot
counting, if weather permits, will be
conducted from noon-2 p.m. Comet
Austin will be discussed at 1 p.m. in 140
Bennett Hall. Guides and materials for
sky watchers, astronomy materials for
educators, and astro-computing pro-
grams to share or show will be available
from 1-5 p.m. in 102 Bennett Hall.
David E. Clark, UM asistant pro-
fessor of physics, will conduct "Physics
Phollies, " demonstrations of the com-
mon and bizarre physical properties of
the universe, through experiments in
sound. electricity- atid extreme low
temperatures at 2 p.m. in 141 Bennett
Hall.
Manfred Ehlers, UM associate pro-
(see DAY page 9)
Professor
suspended
for attack
(CPS) - Western Michigan University
President Diether Haenicke suspended
Professor Edgar Inselberg with pay, pen-
ding an investigation into an incident in
which Inselberg and his wife Rachel, also
a WMU professor, allegedly physically
attacked a freshman who the Inselbergs
suspected of cheating.
Freshman Toyoda Newsome said
Edgar Inselberg had her in a
"headlock" while Rachel Inselberg, who
had been monitoring a test in her hus-
band's class, bit and scratched her.
Newsome then sought medical attention.
The Inselbergs said they knew of
cheating in the class, and confronted
Newsome with their suspicions that she
had access to some stolen tests. When
Newsome grabbed for a folder on the
professor's desk, Edgar Inselberg said he
restrained Newsome with an arm across
the chest while Rachel Inselberg attemp-
ted to wrest the folder from The student.
-1990. 1 The Maine Campus, Monday:Riesday Edition, April 23-24, 1990.
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(continued from page 1)
Rideout received about 22 nomina-
tions this year, which is slighly lower
than the number received years
previous. "Competition was
keen," he said. "You could have
given an award to anyone who ap-
plied."
The committee that chooses win-
ners is made up of students, faculty
and administrators. Rideout said the
committee, of which he is a member,
meticulously looks over each applica-
tion, for recipients must be excep-
tional individuals.
"The committee wants to make
sure people who get these awards are
a cut above the others," he said.
The awards were created five years
ago, said Rideout, when a student
named Jon Sorenson pointed out that
though the university recognizes
academic achievers, it fails to
acknowledge others who contribute
to the campus envirettment.
Sorenson, then vice president of
student government, corrected this
oversight.
This year's winners will be honored
at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday, April 24, dur-
ing the faculty wine and cheese par-
ty, at the University Club; everyone is
invited to attend.
Rideout said winners will receive a
plaque. He prefers a plaque because
certificates are often filed and forgot-
ten, while plaques can be hung on the
wall for everyone to see.
• Day
(continued from page 8)
fessor of surveying engineering, will
demonstrate image processing by show-
ing computer enhancement of satellite
images of distant galaxies and of the
Earth's surface in "Robotic Vision."
The session will meet at 3 p.m. at 140
Bennett Hall.
"A Meeting with the Universe" will be
conducted by Neil F. Comins, UM
associate professor of physics, and David
J. Batuski, UM assitant professor of
physics, at 3:30 p.m. in 137 Bennett Hall
with discussions about the field of pro-
fessional astronomy. A telescope clinic
is scheduled for 4 p.m. in the
Observatory.
Fraternity
to give
drunk test
(CPS) - Hoping to keep its liability in-
surance down, West Virgina University's
chapter of the Phi Kappa Sigma frater-
nity said April 5 it would have party
goers take breathalyzer test before being
allowed to drive home.
Under the plan, students would check
their keys at the door when they arrive
at the party, and not get them back un-
til they pass a test to assure Phi Kappa
monitors they are not intoxicated.
"I think a lot of it is due to the liabili-
ty insurance the fraternities are faced
with today, and this is just another way
to keep it low," WVU fraternity ad-
viser Ron Justice said.
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•Hostage (continued from page 1)
demanded that Kenaan be in Beirut for
the freeing of the hostage.
The warning about Israeli attacks on
Shiite fundamentalist guerrillas referred
to an attack on Friday, when six guer-
rillas of the Iranian-backed Hezbollah,
or Party of God, were killed in Israeli air
and ground attacks on bases in the
western Bekaa Valley village of Ein
al-Tineh.
Shiite factions linked to Hezbollah are
believed to hold most of the western
--hostages. Before Sunday's release, there
were 18 Western hostages, including
eight Americans.
The statement warned that if the Israel
T3E ORE
Look for the bonfire and follow the music to a
fun - filled night with some of UMaine's liveliest
student groups.
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strikes again, "everything that has l?een
reached will be undermined."
Syria, as it moves back to the Arab
mainstream after years of isolation, ap-
parently wants foimproye its image tri
the West and hopes that mediating the
release of U.S. hostages will persuade the
United Staes to eventually take it off the
list of countries sponsoring terrorism.
Some of the more pragmatic politicians
in Iran also apparently want to improve
ties with the West.
The longest held Western hostage is
Terry A. Anderson, chief Middle East
correspondent for The Associated Press,
who was kidnapped March 16, 1985.
On Saturday, an Iranian newspaper
close to Iran's president said the first
release could lead to another release by
another pro-Iranian group. It did not
--
identify the group. '
Iran's ambassador to the United Na-
tions also expressed hope Sunday there
would be more releases.
"We are really hopeful that this pro-
cess would be sped up and more
hostages would be released." Kamal
Kharrazi said on CBS-TV's "Face the
Nation" program.
But he added, "our influence on those
who have the hostages.. is limited."
April 28 astronomy
day at UMaine
ORONO, Maine - Astronomy Day
1990, the first celebration at the Univer-
sity of Maine of this international obser-
vance, will be held on Saturday, April 28,
with a daylong schedule of events
designed for the serious amateur
astronomer and the beginning observer
as well as the general public.
The university will join 13 other na-
tional and international organizations in
supporting Astronomy Day which has
been an annual event for almost a
decade since it was initiated by the
American Astronomical League, an
association of 170 clubs and 10,000
members. There will be free admission
for most of the UM activities which are
sponsored by the UM Planetarium and
the UM Department of Physics and
Astronomy.
The program will include a comet
watch, open house at the Observatory,
physics demonstrations, computer ap-
plications in astronomy, science career
question and answer sessions with
pyhsics and astronomy faculty and
students, videos, talks by professionals,
and Planetarium shows. Parking direc-
tions. a campus map and other informa-
tion may be obtained by writing to
Astronomy day 1990, Planetarium,
wingate Hall, University of Maine,
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Alan W. Davenport, Planetarium
director and coordinator of the UM
Observatory, invites amateur
astronomers and clubs throughout the
stae to make plans to participate in the
day's events by contacting him at the
Planetarium.
Astronomy day will begin with acorn-
et watch from 4-5 a.m. at the -Obser-
vatory for Comet Austin, a new celestial
body discovered in December. An open
house at the Observatory and sunspot
counting, if weather permits, will be
conducted from noon-2 p.m. Comet
Austin will be discussed at 1 p.m. in 140
Bennett Hall. Guides and materials for
sky watchers, astronomy materials for
educators, and astro-computing pro-
grams to share or show will be available
from 1-5 p.m. in 102 Bennett Hall.
David E. Clark, UM assistant pro-
fessor of physics, will conduct "Physics
Phonies," demonstrations of the com-
mon and bizarre physical properties of
"the universe; thrOugh experiments in
sound, electricity and extreme low
temperatures at 2 p.m. in 141 Bennett
Hall.
Manfred Ehlers, UM associate pro-
(see DAY page 9)
Professor
suspended
for attack
(CPS) - Western Michigan University
President Diether Haenicke suspended
Professor Edgar Inselberg with pay, pen-
ding an investigation into an incident in
which Inselberg and his wife Rachel, also
a WMU professor, allegedly physically
attacked a freshman who the Inselbergs
suspected of cheating.
Freshman Toyoda Newsome said
Edgar Inselberg had her in a
"headlock" while Rachel Inselberg, who
had been monitoring a test in her hus-
band's class, bit and scratched her.
Newsome then sought medical attention.
The Inselbergs said they knew of
cheating in the class, and confronted
Newsome with their suspicions that she
had access to some stolen tests. When
Newsome grabbed for a folder on the
professor's desk, Edgar Inselberg said he
restrained Newsome with an arm across
the chest while Rachel Inselberg attemp-
ted to wrest the folder from the student.
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•Award
(continued from page 1)
Rideout received about 22 nomina-
tions this year, which is slighly lower
than The nurr—ffer received years
previous. "Competition was
keen," he said. "You could have
given an award to anyone who ap-
plied."
The committee that chooses win-
ners is made up of students, faculty
and administrators. Rideout said the
committee, of which he is a member,
meticulously looks over each applica-
tion, for recipients must be excep-
tional individuals.
"The committee wants to make
sure people who get these awards are
a cut above the others," jie said.
The awards were created five years
ago, said Rideout, when a student
named Jon Sorenson pointed out that
though the university recognizes
academic achievers, it fails to
acknowledge others who contribute
to the campus environment.
Sorenson, then vice president of
student government, corrected this
oversight.
This year's winners will be honored
at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday, April 24, dur-
ing the faculty wine and cheese par-
ty, at the University Club; everyone is
invited to attend.
Rideout said winners will receive a
plaque. He prefers a plaque because
certificates are often filed and forgot-
ten, while plaques can be hung On the
wall for everyone to see.
•
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(continued from page 8)
fessor of surveying enginee4‘re,*, will
demonstrate image processing Wshow-
ing computer enhancement of satellite
images of distant galaxies and of the
Earth's surface in "Robotic Vision. "
The session will meet at 3 p.m. at 140
Bennett Hall.
"A Meeting with the Universe" will be
conducted by Neil F. Comins, UM
associate professor of physics, and David
J. Batuski, UM assitant professor of
physics, at 3:30 p.m. in 137 Bennett Hall
with discussions about the field of pro-
fessional astronomy. A telescope clinic
is scheduled for 4 p.m. in the
Observatory.
Fraternity
to give
drunk test
(CPS) - Hoping to keep its liability in-
surance down, West Virgina University's
chapter of the Phi Kappa Sigma frater-
nity said April 5 it would have party
goers take breathalyzer test b-tfore being
allowed to drive home.
Under the plan, students would check
their keys at the door when they arrive
at the party, and not get them back un-
til they pass a test to assure Phi Kappa
monitors they are not intoxicated.
"I think a lot of it is due to the liabili-
ty insurance the frateinities are faced
with today, and this is just another way
to keep it low," WVLI fraternity ad-
viser Ron Justice said.
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Editorial
Positive action
needed today
opefully, the events of Earth Day 1990 raised
awareness of the urgent need for participation
in the preservation of the planet.
Many of our actions resulting from laziness, ig-
norance, and gretJ threaten to destroy our very founda-
tions. The consequences of human disregard and
destruction of the earth's resources are all too apparent.
Depletion of the ozone layer, destruction of the rain
forests, extinction of numerous animal and plant species,
oil spills, and acid rain are just a few of the serious and
well-documented results of our neglect and disruption.
Some scientists say the apathy of people in imminent
danger (of nuclear war or death) arises from feelings of
helplessness. This in turn causes denial of, or inaction
toward the problem.
Then, the problem worsens.
Positive action is needed to ensure society doesn't
deny environmental issues.
In order to overcome the crisis facing our planet, a
reconstruction of problematic values, priorities, and
lifestyles is necessary.
Industries cannot continue to rape and pollute the en-
vironment for corporate profits. Individuals cannot con-
tinue to be irresponsible and unaware.
The earth, its resources, and nature in general, are not
forces to be conquered or beaten. In this type of com-
petition we all will end up losing.
Are the numerous earthquakes, hurricanes, droughts,
storms, and floods plaguing the earth just coincidence?
Or are they, as the MTV announcements proclaim,
trying to tell us something? We need to listen.
Cooperation, respect, and care are needed when work-
ing with the environment. These tactics can preserve our
planet.
Walking, riding bicycles, growing or buying organic
food, recycling, and turning off unused lights all sound
simple. And maybe they are an inconvenience, but we
have to do them. Be part of the solution rather than the
problem.
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Awareness agenda
A student recently accused
the Maine Campus of being a
biased paper. She couldn't have
been more right.
Not many people realize that
editors decide what news gets in
the paper. Editors are motivated
by what sells. In that sense, they
have all kinds of biases.
But lately, the media seems to
be biased in a good way. Take
all this Earth Day publicity.
From watching the news in the
past two weeks, I've recorded a
great deal of hype about Earth
Day.
Maybe you've noticed.
But if you haven't, I'll give
you some idea:
Stories about oil spills,
shrinking rain forests, acid rain,
recycling, global warming, tox-
ic waste, clean air legislation,
chlorofluorocarbons, aersol
containers, the ozone layer, and
aseptic packaging. Sound
familiar?
You can attribute that pre-
Earth Day publicity to a media
decision to publish and broad-
cast it, but if you analyze the
news on a longer time table, you
might notice that the media are
slowly deciding that
AWARENESS is its primary
agenda.
Expanding on my Earth Day
list, I've noticed more topics
that deal with awareness. Some
of these might sound familiar:
South Africa, Europe and
democrcacy, the homeless,
AIDS, drug abuse, illiteracy,
cholesterol, smoking legisla-
tion, tuna fishing and dolphins
caught in the nets, the starving
in Africa, save the whales, solar
heating, quality of drinking
water, phosphates, PCBs, the
killing of animals to make fur
coats, animal mistreatment to
test cosmetics, and all kinds of
human profiles and songs about
all these things.
We live on the threshhold of
Jon Bach
the "Awareness" and "Let's do-
something-about-it decade."
"Do something" was even the
theme of Earth Day.
The 80's look ugly compared
to this new decade. The 80's was
the decade for attaining per-
sonal success. We had Ivan
Boesky, the "Greed is Good"
speech from the movie "Wall
Street," and paranoia and
hysteria about AIDS. It appears
the country is growing up.
But awareness stories were
starting to become visible in the
late 80's. The media just hadn't
decided to give it as much
priority.
Yes, the media are biased.
How do you think the stories
that you watch on NBC Night-
ly News got there? The assign-
ment executives decided to send
a reporter here or there to get a
story. And the editor's decision
is usually motivated by ratings
and gauging what people want
to watch.
For some reason, people are
starting to care about their en-
vironment, so it's become a
news item.
Even on campus, awareness is
a hot topic.
We have Rape Awareness
Week, Community Service Day,
Maine Day, Gay/Lesbian
kwareness Week, Women's
-listory Month, Earth Day ac- '
ivities, and a whole host of
ithers too numerous to give at-
ention to.
The local media, the Maine
-ampus and WMEB, make
lecisions every day that deter-
nine what information gets out
o students. We're biased, by all
leans.
If we editors think people
hould know about it, or better
yet, should be aware of it, it'll
appear in our medium.
There's a ton of stuff that
comes across my desk as City
Editor. You wouldn't believe the
variety of mail. But only 40 per-
cent of those press releases and
community notes get run. I
have limited the amount and
type of awareness that gets in
the paper, but I'm one of the
editors down here who choose
what people read.
I'm glad to see the media's
decision to give awareness a
priority. Even five years ago,
they called this type of news
"propaganda." Now the alar-
ming footage of chemical dum-
ping and abuses of the environ-
ment are shown every day.
Letters to the editor really do
make a difference. Since it
reveals what people are think-
ing, it makes the decision to run
a certain news item easier. For
example, if people are upset
about illegal tuna fishing, I'll
try to find a story devoted to it.
Papers biased? By all means,
yes. Some say in a good way,
others in a bad way. It's those
varying perceptions of the
media that reflect our world.
Mission accomplished.
Jonathan Bach is a senior
journalism major who urges
people to be aware if not active,
send in their biases, and to read
others
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Response
A different point of view
To the editor:
I would like to respond to
"The Whetstone" front page
picture and caption featured in
the spring of 1990 issue. The
Orono Police Department's
reactions to the assault of one
of their officers; but, the
students at the university must
also see their view. As a relative
of two police officers in
Southern Maine, I would like to
attempt to explain these actions
in a way that I would hope more
people can understand.
Believe it or not, policeper-
sons are people too. They ex-
perience fear and sorrow and
yes, anger as well as every other
person feels. Ti-y to imagine for
a moment that one of your
close friends had been beaten by
a group of students, what
would your reaction be? The
"normal" individual would feel
anger and some degree of fear
expecially if you would have to
walk through the same area on
a daily basis. These police of-
ficers are experiencing the same
things.
Yes, I too agree that there are
a select few officers that take
things too far on occasion but
that is definitely not the majori-
ty. Now, imagine you are walk-
ing into a very large group of
Referendum
To the editor:
Several questions will be
brought to referendum on
THURSDAY, April 26, 1990.
You, the students, will have the
opportunity'', to vote upon these
issues:
I) C.I.A. recruitment.
2) Allocation of monies to
Residents 9n Campus
(R.O.C.)
3) The Recreation Fee.
4) The Student Activity Fee.
5) Installation of a
Microfridge in Residence
Hall rooms.
Your vote counts, so be sure
that you vote at your dining
commons or, for Off Campus
students, in the Memorial
Union. Also, you will need to
show your student ID in order
to vote, so carry it with you.
These issues directly concern
students, so take this chance to
influence policies that may af-
fect you in the coming year.
' Alicia Fencer, chair
Andy Favreau
C.J. Cote
Brent Littlefield
Fair Elections Practices
Commission
people that view you as an
enemy and you honestly believe
that you may be attacked
because it has happened to your
friend of yours, what would you
do considering that you have to
enter that group because it is
your\job? The police truly have
no imention of using shotguns
on a group of students but they
act as a deterrent to students
that may consider assaulting an
officer. The mace used is not
used at random but used to
keep rowdy people under con-
trol. These items are intended to
help protect the officers not to
hurt students.
In conclusion, the police of-
ficers in Orono and on the
University of Maine campus are
here to protect and serve the
community. Their actions are
what is believed to be the best
way to protect the public and to
serve the students and com-
munity members as the
upholders of the laws of this
state and country. So please,
before you judge the officers
that are trying to do their jobs,
step back for a moment and put
yourself into their shoes and
look at the situation with a clear
mind.
Scot Bradeen
Kennebec Hall
NEWSMAKLR
Act of disobedience
To the editor:
It isn't just the murder of six
Jesuit academicians, their
housekeeper and her daughter;
not just the murder of Professor
Norma Herrera, leader of the
Organization of University
Women at the National Univer-
sity of El Salvador; not just the
persecution of health care
workers and the closing of
almost all refugee centers; not
just the saturation bombing of
poor neighborhoods leaving
650 dead, 1500 wounded, and
thousands homeless, not just
the use of napalm; not just the
passing of a so called anti-
terrorist law that criminalizes
peaceful protest, oppositional
speech, and the possession of
"political" literature; not just
the closing and militarization of
the University of El Salvador,
the only public university in El
Salvador; it is all these events in
combination with renewed $1.4
million/day U.S. military aid to
the Arena perpetrators that will
bring a number of people from
the Maine Peace Action Com-
mittee, the university communi-
ty, and the Bangor area to
Senator George Mitchell's of-
fice in downtown Bangor to say
"no business as usual." On
April 27 there will be an act of
civil disobedience as a way of
saying to our senator we no
longer accept his policy of
allowing the status quo to go
on.
Senator Mitchell is a very
respected and powerful person
in Washington and around the
country. It is our belief that if
he were to take a strong stance
against allowing the above
violations to continue his voice
would be heard and followed.
While in detention on
January 3rd, at a similar action
in Los Angeles, someone
remembered a heartening ex-
change between Emerson and
Thoreau: Emerson peering in
through Thoreau's cell window,
asked "What are doing in
jail?"
Thoreau replied simply,
"What are you doing out of
jail?"
Ethan Strimling •
Priveleges revoked'
lb the editor:
I just want to say that I am
very outraged at a letter I got
today from our friendly hosts
and hostesses of Wells Com-
mons dining services. It stated
that I had been observed remov-
ing food from the cafeteria and
if my actions continued my din-
ing "privileges" would be
revoked.
What is the purpose of barr-
ing the removal of food from
Maine Day tradition
To the editor:
Maine Day is upon us once
again.
This year it will fall on
Wednesday, April 25. As you
may be aware, the Maine Day
tradition is under intense
scrutiny, and is in its second
year of its three year "trial
period." Each year, participa-
tion has to increase, and this
year it has to include at least
3500 students.
The University of Maine has
very few traditions, but Maine
Day is one them. If you would
like it to continue we ask for
your help. Please sign up for a
mere 1/2 hours of work, and we
can keep this tradition going.
You can sign up with your hall,
an organization you belong in,
or with a couple of friends. You
can sing up by contacting Nan-
cy Dysart at 581-ALUM. You
will receive a button in return
for your work which will enable
you to the afternoon and even-
ing entertainment.
It will be because of your
cooperation that Maine Day
continues.
It is up to you.
The Maine Day Committee
the cafeteria? I have paid for my
meals and with the amount of
meals that I skip during the
week either as a result of my
schedule not coinciding with
Wells or just not being hungry,
I deserve to take food out that
I have paid for. There is so
much food that goes down the
conveyor belt to be thrown away
(hopefully not recycled as the
next day's meal). So what is the
big deal if I take some bagels or
desserts that I can chomp on for
Letters to the editor
should be 300
words or less, and
guest columns
about 450 words.
For verification
purposes, a name,
address, and phone
number must ac-
company all letters.
the rest of the night. I think that
the dining commons should get
off their power trip, relax, and
allow a moderate amount of
food to be taken out of the
cafeteria and sometimes just
one thing isn't enough to ap-
pease my avaracious appetite.
P.S. This does not apply to
those on the staff who are
always friendly and courteous.
Francesca Rakovan
'His' own
opinion?
To the editor:
Regarding the recent con-
otroversy about non-sexist
language I have but one thing
to say:
To each his own.
Jeffrey A. Owens
(Dunn Hall
. ,
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Memorial Services
for
Rev. Dr. Ralph David Abernathy
Rev. Abernathy was a pioneer leader in the
civil rights struggle and was one of the
most trusted confidants of the
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King. Jr.
Monday, April 23, 1990
7:00 pm
University of Maine
Newman Center
Afro- Amencan Student Association
Indian Programs and Minority Services
'leer* 1•••••
Mr Abernathy. night, stood with the Rev Dr. Martin Luther King Jr . secOnd horn right, Jesse Jackson and
llosea Williams. left, on a balcony of the Memphis motel in 1968, the day before Dr King's assarismarion
NOTICE TO STUDENTS WHO WISH
TO CANCEL THEIR ROOM CONTRACTS
FOR FALL 1990
The deadline to cantet yout rit•Orn contract
and receive a refund Qn the $75.00 room
deposit is MAY 1, 1990.
Notification in writing -must be received
in the area office where you sign up.
Students who cancel their contracts for Fall
1990 after May I, 1 990 will forfeit the
$75.00 room deposit.
Please contact the Office of Residential Life
in Estabrooke Hall if you have questions about
room sign-up --581-4584.
• Dance (continued from page 7)
The female dancers redeemed
themselves as the highlight of
"Maculele. "
For the audience, it was a chore to re-
main idle in the plush seats of the Maine
Center of the Arts, as the energy of the
percussionists coincided with the
technical preciseness, yet rubberlike flex-
ibility portrayed by the femate dancers.
The movement was visually
stimulating to a point of causing trembl-
ing within the audience.
To enhance the movement, four male
dancers took part in a section utilizing
two-foot long wooden sticks in which
they beat them together and against the
sticks of opposite dancers to the rhythm
of the drums.
Suspense prevailed as one was amaz- • •
ed at the precise aim of the stick
handlers.
Also in enhancing the movement,
there was the final dance of two dancers
holding metal swords which when struck
against each other, sparked through the
stage. "Maculele" ended with one final
clash of the swords ending in a blackout
of sparks.
Lastly, the piece to bring those
dedicated audience members to their feet
and join in clapping was the piece call-
ed "Capoeira".
"Capoeira" is Brazil's martial art
dance made up of fast, combative move-
ment, but with agility and astute grace.
As a means of self-protection and as a
way to fight for their freedom, it was
created by the African slaves brought to
Brazil from Angola.
The male dancers were the highlight
of "Capeoira" as they demonstrated in-
credible flexible backbends, handstands,
back handsprings, and somersaults in
the air.
The suspense heightened as the battl-
ing dancers, two at a time kicked and
cartwheeled over each other to the ac-
celerating speed of the percussionists.
. DanceBrazil brought a cultural review
from the 1500s of the African slaves
brought to Brazil, and ended with a pro-
ud showing of the strength and passion
of their history as an African dance
form.
GOODLY CREATURES
t°c'iCtiliam Gibson
Maine Masque Theatre
April 26 - 28. 8 p m April 26 and 29. p m
Hauck Auditorium. University of Maine
General Admission 56 Admission Free to 1;k4 Student,
Call S81-1755 or 581-MASK
Perfor 'wag Am!
at the UroversOy of Mame 0
WOMEN TO WOMEN: A WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP FORUM
SPRING 1990
A series of programs to develop and enhance the
leadership skills of women at the University of Maine.
Tuesday, April 24, 1990
3:30pm
Lown Room, Memorial Union, Campus
Toward Men and Women Sharing: A Man's Role
in the Channging Culture at the University
Tracy Gran, Associate Dean for Academic
SerVices, University College.
Mark Jackson, Director, Cutler Health Center
Dwight Rideout, Assistant Vice President and
Dean of Student Services
Jeffrey Sosnaud, Instructor in Business Law
For more information on this open forum, call
Commuter Services, 581-1820
 ,••••E••••••••111 , 
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FREE CAMPUS PICKUP
cash for returnables
no sorting necessary
call 827-5184
BRADLEY REDEMPTION CENTER
84 Main Street, Bradley
10 percent extra for bottle drives
Win a
$1,000
Scholarship!
e•tvy‘,••
Answer YES to five questions;
qualify for a $1,000 scholarship!
1: Will you be a junior or senior in
college as of September 5.--1990?
2. Are your majoring in Business
Manageini.nt, Marketing,
 
RutliTTrIg, Tyr rdated field?
t. Are you a Maine resident?•
4. Do YOU have an accumulated
grade point average of 2.5 or
betterf
5. Are you a full time Student? -
BANGOR-MALt
IS AWARDING TWO $1000
SCHOLARSHIPS THROUGH THE
JOSEPH UNOBSKEY MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND.
_
_
The tonow ing Itc111•• .1te rf.quirett
• Complytea application-form,
available at the Bangor Mall
inf(trmation- booth-
••Official transcript of grades
• Two letters of recommendation from
school officials, professors,
employers, or others not related
• State-rnent of expectation4-,Tplans and
goals for the future
ENTRY DEADLINE IS
SEPTEMBER 30, 1990
Full information is available at the
Bangor Mall Information Booth.
bangor mall
Senators look for
out-of-state money
WASHINGTON (AP) - Twenty-three
of 68 candidates seeking election to the
U.S. Senate in 1990 raised more cam-
paign money from individuals living out-
side their states than from constituents
or potential constituents, according to
data from the Federal Election
Commission.
A slight majority of the 31 incumbent
senators seeking re-election, 17, raised
more individual contributions of $200 or
more out of state than at home, accor-
ding to data for 1989 released MOnday
by the commission.
But $200-plus contributions from out-
of-state individuals also dwarf the in-
state donations of like amounts for some
non-incumbents, particularly in states
where the current senator is not seeking
re-election.
Although it is still early in the cam-
paign, fewer Senate candidates so far are
raising a majority of their individual
contributions from outside their states
than did in the 1988 and 1986 elections.
In the 1988 elections, 29 of the 66
general election candidates for 33 Senate
seats received more campaign funds
through individual contributions of $500
or more from outside their states than
at home. In 1986, 31 of the 68 candidates
for 34 seats did the same.
The commission cautioned that the
data do not include contributions from
business, labor , and special interest
political action committees, or PACs.
Also not reflected are smaller
contributions—less than $200 per in-
dividual last year_and less than  VA° in
the 1987-88 and 1985-86 election cycles.
So far, according to the data, three
candidates already have raised more than
$1 million in the large outof-state dona-
tions from individuals. Leading the pack
is incumbent Sen. Rudy Boschwitz, R-
Minn., who has raised $1.34 million out-
side his state or about triple the $462,331
from in-state donors of $200 or more.
Closely behind Boschwitz is Sen. Bill
Bradley, D-N.J., with nearly $1.3 million
in large out-of-state contributions com-
pared with $474,569 from New Jersey
residents.
The only other candidate with more
than $1 million in out-of-state contribu-
tions so far is Dick Bond, a state
representative in Colorado seeking the
GOP nomination to fill the seat of retir-
ing Republican Sen. Bill Armstrong.
Ku Klux Klansman David Duke has
raised three times as much in large con-
tributions from outside Louisiana than
inside the state in seeking the Republican
nomination to challenge veteran
Democratic Sen. Bennett Johnston.
Another state where the incumbent
senator is stepping down and large out-
of-state contributions are playing a role
is New Hampshire. Former Democratic
Sen. John Durkin and Republican
lawyer Tom Chrism haveiboth raised
more through $200-plus contributions
outside the state than within it in bids
for their party's nominations to fill the
seat being vacated by Republican Sen.
Gordon Humphrey.
02.
•••••Jr
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How're you going to do it?
.1 understand, dear. lou got a special student price
on the PS/2... . And you're idiot? Sending money
home! Hang on, I'll get _Now father!'
•Cive your parents a pleasant surprise. Tell them how much you saved
on your IBM Personal Sysiem/2® and IBM Pmprinter''. with the special
student prices.*
What's more. the IBM P,S/2° Loan for I,carn esing mak
paying for your P5/2 even easier.* 
p •it •us show ru how easy it is to own and use a PSt2.
It comes with easy-to-use, preloarded software. IBM
Mouse and color graphics
You'll sec how quickly you can turn out reports. terni
papers and sparkling graphics that conk' give your profes-
sors a pleasant surprise. too.
For more information,
please contact:
MICROCOMPUTER
RESOURCE CENTER
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
11 SHIBLES HALL, UM
581 2519 =T
=
•TI,.o oBe• mee.., only queMewl mudents and sul, rno 
m•rel c•TO. nun., C•cle, ••••
....my Re*, subrec, c.arye and IBM me. •414dra• of. yr any re.* •-•rftoor •,flen no. •
• IBM P., so. Sy sterna .0 PS/2 an Mfar••••• IMIleereml.o, IftenvIere. Buuness Marnoves Como. m.o.
-1,o,nre. I • ,radomerIt S nternatrona, B.A... Machine* Co-por•Nor,
• IBM Coq:sworn. 11190
•
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British look into arms shipments
LONDON (AP) - The government is
convinced that eight steel tubes seized by
Customs officers last week were ordered
by Iraq as parts for a gigantic gun, and
that the seizure foiled its plans, a top of-
ficial said today.
"I understand that it will not be possi-
ble to build a complete full-size gun
from parts that have been supplied"
from the United Kingdom, Trade and In-
dustrySecretary Nicholas Ridley told the
House of Commons.
"The government is entirely satisfied
that these tubes form part of a gun, and
that the Customs action was correct,"
he said.
It was the first statement by a high-
level government official confirming that
it believes the tubes were intended for a
weapons project. Iraq and the manufac-
turer, Sheffield Forgemasters, insist they
were intended for a petrochemical plant.
"The government recently became
aware in general terms of an Iraqi pro-
Date rape
study
done
(CPS) - Five percent of the men on the
nation's college campuses have forced
their dates to have sex with them, Cor-
nell University Professor Andrea Parrot
charged April 5.
These men fail to see their actions as
rape, and probably won't seek help to
change their behavior, Parrot said dur-
ing two-day conference on sexual assault
on college campuses at North Carolina
State University.
"We're not going to help them. The
best thing we can do is adjudicate them,
kick them off campus but make sure
they don't do it again," advised Par-
rot, a sex ed consultant of "Coping with
Date Rape."
Parrot also said up to 25 percent of
the women on a college campus will ex-
perience rape or attempted rape.
Parrot's figures are close to those of
other researchers'. Most recently, a
University of Illinois task force reported
that more than 16 percent of the women
there had been raped. A 1989 survey of
6,000 college students by a Santa
Monica, Calif., hospital found that one
in six college women had been raped.
"I think it's higher than 5 percent,"
said Robin Brassie of the University of
New Mexico's Rape Crisis Center. "A lot
of men don't think that what they're do-
•ing is rape."
Parrot said collegians need to be
educated to guard against becoming a
victim, to offer assistance should one of
their friends be assaulted and to stop
behavior condoning sexual assault.
In addition, students need to learn not
to "desensitize" women, Parrot said.
Laughing at sexist jokes, wet Tshirt
contests and other such behavior leads
to viewing women as objects and
ultimately condoning rape, she said.
Vote on Thursday
April 26
It's important!
get to develop a long-range gun based
_ on designs developed by the late Dr.
Gerald Bull. The goods that were seized
at Teesport and related documents are
consistent with what is known of Dr.
Bull's design," Ridley said.
foot-long gun to fire shells hundreds of
miles.
Ridley said his department was con-
tacted in 1988 by Sheffield Forgemasters,
asking whether licenses were required
"Until a few days ago my department had no knowledge that
the goods were designed to form part of a gun."
Nicholas Ridley
British Trade and Industry Secretary
—
Customs seize eight forged steel tubes
at the port of Middlesbrough in nor-
theastern England as they were about to
be shipped to Iraq. Officials say the
tubes could be used as part of a 130-
"for export of tubes to Iraq for use in
the polymerization of polyethelene. "
The department was also contacted by
Walter Somers Ltd. about a separate
order from Iraq.
"Until a few days ago, my department
had no knowledge that the goods were
designed to form part of a gun,"
Ridley said. "If my department had
known that purpose, they would, of
course, have advised that licenses were
necessary and they would not have been
granted."
Britain banned arms shipments to
Iran and Iraq when the two countries
were at war, and the ban remains in
effect.
Ridley's statement disputed a report
in the London newspaper The Indepen-
dent which cited unidentified govern-
ment sources as saying "the Department
of Trade and Industry and the Ministry
of Defense may have known the military
potential of the order."
The Independent said that if true, that
allegation suggested that government
agencies were "conniving to break Bri-
tain's embargo on arms trade with
I raq. "
Lost in the maze
01 summer jobs?
Every undcrgrad knows that the biggest hassles at
the end of the year is finding a summer job or internship
and writing your resume. Everyone tells you what they
think is important. Parents, past employers, teachers all
give you advice, but you're not really sure who to listen to.
And when you finally get through with writing your
resume, you have to suffer through the pain of trying to get
it printed. Let's face it, there are simply not enough laser
printers available for students.
Well, Coastal Computer and Apple Computer have
a solution for all of that. At the Tuesday April 24th
Mad:est, they will be conducting 2 seminars on the writing
of your resume and preparation for summer jobs and
intcrships. The seminars are from 10:30 am to 12:00 noon
and the other from 1:00 pm to 2:30 pm. These seminars
will be conducted by Mary Phillips of the Career Center.
The seminars are limited to 25 students each so call 581-
2519 today to reserve your space. After the seminars,
resumes will be typeset and printed on a laser printer. The
laser printer will also be open to everyone from 10 am to 4
pm for resumes, cover letters, and other printing.
MacFest 10 am to 4 pm FFA Room
in the Union•
Macintosh COASTALCOMPUTER CENTER
Microcomputer Resource Center
Insttuctional Systems Center
11 Shib1es Hall
University of Maine
Orono, Maine 04469
(207) 581-2519
•
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President's tree plan questioned
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Bush's plan for planting a billion trees
is prompting members of Congress to
ask why he needs $35 million to set up
a foundation to accomplish that aim.
Though no one questions the need for
more trees, especially in urban areas, the
foundation was described by one con-
gressman -as a pig in a poke.
"I envision that in today's world a lot
of consultants would be brought in,"
said Rep. Harold Volkmer, D-Mo.
Volkmer heads the House Agriculture
subcommittee on forests which question-
ed Patricia Kearney, acting assistant
agriculture secretary for natural
resources, last week about the president's
plan.
The president's proposal seeks $175
million annually for five years to achieve
the goal of planting a billion trees per
year, she said.
HEW1NS Irnrnw
CONSULTANTS 1 N
The Official Travel Agency of
The
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE-
Conveniently located on, campus to serve all your
business, faculty. and student travel needs.
100 CHADBOURNE-HALL
581-1400
Please feel _free t'( -ill or stop by our office
between
s;00-4:30,
Monday-Friday
Also with offices in
Bangor • Camden • Brunswick • Bath. Portland • So. Portland
Of that amount, $35 million would be
used by a foundation that would seek
donations for tree-planting from private
corporations and do promotions to en-
courage people to reforest, Kearney said.
Though names of the foundation
members have not been released, a
White House spokeswoman said the
group would include 20 to 25 people
whose leaders would be announced
soon.
The spokeswoman, who asked not to
be identified, said the White House is
moving forward with the foundation,
despite the reluctance being voiced by
Congress.
During questioning by the House,
Kearney said the details of the founda-
tion had not been worked out.
That caused Volkmer to lean forward
and ask, "Do you know what a pig in
a poke is?" The phrase refers to buying
something you can't see.
"I never buy one," said Volkmer.
"I think there are some justifiable
concerns about the public trust," Rep.
Bruce Morrison, D-Conn., told Kearney.
Rep. Jim Olin, D-Va., asked why the
government's Forest Service couldn't do
the work being suggested for the
foundation.
Kearney said the government couldn't
do the private fund-raising envisioned as
a duty of the group. The $35 million, she
said, would leverage private dollars.
Rep. Jim Jontz, D-Ind., said he sup-
ported the president's plan, but thought
it should be incorporated into legislation
he introduced that already has passed
the house. That bill would provide the
government's technical assistance to
those who plant trees.
"You need a core of people to make
sure the trees are being taken care of. We
need to do more to understand the ur-
ban environment as a habitat for
trees," Jontz said.
John Rosenow, executive director of
the National Arbor Day Foundation,
has other objections.
He said he supports the president's in-
itiative and likes the money-raising
aspect in the proposal, but "the original
proposal for the tree trust foundation as
drafted would be a duplication of the
Arbor Day Foundation."
In a telephone interview Friday from
his Lincoln, Neb., office, Rosenow said
his organization's 800,000 members
already work nationally with existing
groups and agencies throughout the
country to promote tree-planting.
He is meeting with Agriculture
Secretary Clayton Yeutter next weekend
to discuss his concerns, he said.
Other organizations also are working
around the country to get more trees in
the ground.
Fred Deneke, Forest Service assistant
director for urban community forestry,
said the momentum began to grow
about 10 or 12 years ago. He said peo-
ple began to realize that the loss of trees
in the cities was not only an aesthetic
problem but also causing urban areas to
be hotter. A city is often 5 to 9 degrees
hotter than outlying areas, he said.
Denke said "street trees" can bring
down the temperature and take some of
the burden off air conditioners during
the summer, thereby saving precious
fossil fuels. But, he said, only one such
tree is being planted for every four lost.
(VOlunteers In Community Efforts)
presents
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to thank the following student groups' and organizations
for giving their time for community service.
Accounting Club
All Maine Women
Alpha Gamma Rho
Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Phi
Alpha Phi Omega
Alpha Tau Omega
Amateur Radio Club
Associated General Contractors
Chi Omega
Circle K International
Colvin Hall DGB
Delta Delta Delta
Delta Tau Delta
Delta Zeta
Dingo Tour Guides
Eta Kappa Nu
Gamma Sigma Sigma
German Club
Hart Hall DGB
Hillel
Kappa Sigma
Late Night Company Escort Service
Maine Cipipus
Navigators
Off-Campus Board
Panhellenic
Peer Educators Program
Phi Kappa Sigma
Phi Mu
Pi Beta Phi
Phi Gamma Delta
Prism Yearbook
Residential Life Resident Directors
Residents On Campus
Senior Skull Society
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Chi
Sigma Nu
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sophomore Eagles
Sophomore Owls
Student Alumni Association
Student Government
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Tau Epsilon Phi
Theta Chi
The Union Board
University of Maine Basketball Team
University of Maine Fire Dept.
University of Maine Football Team
University of Maine Fraternity Board
University of Maine Hockey Team
University Singers
University Volunteer Ambulance Corp
West Campus Resident Assistants
WMEB
York Village Tenants Council
The Appreciation Night awards banquet will be held Thursday April 26th at 6:00 p.m. in the Damn Yankee.
Three members from each group are invited to attend.
Please R.SV.P. Carole at 581-1793 before April 24th.
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Sports
Devils rally in 7th to split with UMaine
Black Bears face Central Connecticut in crucial NAC game -Monday at 1 p.m.
UMaine pitcher Larry Thomas pitched six-innings of shutout ball, but the Blue
Devils rallied in the seventh of the second game of a doubleheader to earn a split.
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer
Central Connecticut State University
turned a 2-0 deficit into a 3-2, late-inning
rally to gain a doubleheader split with
the University of Maine on Sunday.
"You've got to give them credit, we
just didn't come through," said
UMaine head coach John Winkin.
The Blue Devils victory in the second
game gives them a chance to move into
a tie in the North Atlantic Conference
when they face the Black Bears for the
third game of the series tomorrow at 1
p.m.
UMaine won the first game 4-1.
With the split, the Black Bears mov-
ed to 26-13 and 7-1 in the conference.
Central Connecticut's record stands at
19-8 and 6-2 in the conference.
The Black Bears jumped out early
against the Blue Devils when sophomore
Brian Seguin got a single to right, stole
second, and scored on Mark Sweeney's
double to center field to make the score
1-0.
After UMaine starter Larry Thomas
(3-0) and CentraPtonnecticues David
Adams (5-0) breezed through the second
and third innings, the Black Bears struck
again.
Sweeney led off the inning with a
walk, stole second and scored on Andy
Hartung's single to left field.
Thomas continued his strong pitching
performance by giving up only four hits
in six innings before the Blue Devils
started their rally in the seventh.
Catcher Brian Massey led off the in-
ning with a single to left field and then
the trouble began for UMaine.
Pat Smith hit a ground ball to Thomas
that appeared to be a double play, but
the ball got by him giving the Blue Devils
runners at first and second with nobody
out.
Juniors head NFL draft
NEW YORK (AP)—The year
of the junior started early Sun-
day as five underclassmen were
taken with the first seven picks
of an NFL draft dominated by
defense.
It was the first draft ever
open unconditionally to
underclassmen, and teams
jumped on them despite reser-
vations about their lack of
experience.
Altogether, eight were chosen
with the 25 picks of the first
round, starting with Illinois
quarterback Jeff George as the
No. 1 pick by the Indianapolis
Colts and including Alabama
linebacker Keith McCants by
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers,
Southern Cal linebacker Junior
Keith Seau by the San Diego
Chargers, defensive back Mark
Carrier by the Chicago Bears
and Houston Heisman Trophy
winner Andre -.Ware by the
Detroit Lions.
"Experience will take place
during mini-camp," said
Seau, the fifth pick overall dep-
site having started just one year
at USC. He sat out as as a
freshman because he failed to
meet academic standards.
Seau was one of seven
linebackers and 13 defensive
players chosen with the first 18
picks in what was supposed to
be a year for linebackers and
running backs. It sure was for -
linebackers, but the running
backs waited until later as the
eternal quest for big4nen had
them going early.
No running back was selected
between the second choice,
when the New York Jets took
Penn State's Blair Thomas, and
the 17th, when Dallas traded up
to choose Florida's Emmitt
Smith, another junior. A total
of six runners were picked,
almost all of them late, while 14
of the 24 first-rounders were
defensive players.
George, who on Friday sign—
ed a six-year, $15 million
package with Indianapolis, was,.
the first pick, the Colts having
obtained it for tackle Chris Hin-
ton, wide receiver Andre Rison
and next year's No. I.
He was followed by two
seniors, Thomas and Miami
defensive tackle Cortez Ken-
nedy, who went to Seattle after
the Seahawks gave up the eighth
and 10th picks to move into
New England's No. 3 slot.
Then came the rush to
underclassmen:
McCants, projected as the
top pick only two weeks ago but
dogged by reports of a bad
knee, went to Tampa Bay.
Seau went to the Chargers,
who had been ready to take
huge offensive tackle Richmond
Webb of Texas A&M and were
delighted to get what they hope
will be an instant star for their
defense.
In the first big surprise,
Seau's teammate, Carrier, went
to Chicago, and the Bears sign-
ed the safety immediately to
avoid training camp holdout
problems that Coach Mike
Ditka said hug both their No.1
choices a year ago.
Ware went to Detroit, where
he will find a familiar run-and-
shoot offense and fellow
Heisman winner in Barry
Sanders waiting in the
(see DRAFT page 19)
Designated hitter L.J. Lurz's sacrifice
bunt moved the runners up and Massey
scored on a single by Bob Stefanik. Bill
Gale followed Stefanik with a single of
his own, off UMaine reliever Rob Hig-
gins, knocking in Smith for the tieing
run.
"That (Thomas' error) was the play
of the game," Winkin said. "That
turned the game around."
UMaine had a chance to win in the
bottom half of the inning when Hartung
reached on a fielder's choice and then
stole second base. He advanced to third
on a passed ball but Craig Ender
grounded out to second to send the game
into extra innings.
With one out in the eighth, Vin Rossy
hit a deep home run to left field to give
the Blue Devils a 3-2 lead.
"It was a fast ball and I was looking
for it, " Rossi said. "It was a good hit-
ters pitch."
Adams closed out the Black Bears in
the bottom of the eighth to pick up his
fifth win of the year.
"We had our chances," Winkin
said. "Baseball always comes down to
the big play. If you don't get them you
pay the consequence."
lii the first game of the doubleheader,
UMaine got the most out of four hits in
beating Central Connecticut 4-1. Star-
ting pitcher Mike D'Andrea's improved
his record to 8-2 on the year with the
win.
D'Andrea pitched a complete game,
giving up five hits, striking out three and
walking four.
The Blue Devils got on the board first
when Chuck Lane led off the second in-
ning with a triple to the wall in center.
Lane scored on a throwing error by
Seguin as he Dverthrew Shanan Knox at
third base.
(see RALLY page 18)
Everyone likes a hero.
In today's society the pro-
fessional athletes and
sometimes college stars are
admired and respected by
children as well as adults.
It is important for people
to have these "heros. " It is
important to have someone
that appears to live up to cer-
tain ideals we wished
everyone followed.
But when that "hero"
becomes a human being and
messes up—when reality
replaces the fantasy image,
do we have the right to con-
demn him for his actions?
Former baseball star Pete
Rose was convicted of tax
evasion this past weekend,
Andy Bean,
Judge Rose
with fairness
raising the question that was
asked 14 months ago when
he was accused and later
banned from baseball for
gambling on the sport. And
the answer won't come until
the baseball writers vote a
year and a half from now.
Does Pete Rose belong in
baseball's Hall of Fame?
His accomplishments on
the field place him in the
hall—without a doubt. His
breaking of Ty Cobb's career
hitting record is reason
enough to vote him in, not to
mention his constant hustle
and ever present excitement
for the game. But it is his off-
field actNities that are being
condemned.
(see ROSE page 18)
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•Rally
UMaine got the run back in the bot-
tom of the inning as Gary Taylor walk-
ed with one out, moved to third on a
single by Mike DeLucia and scored on
a sacrifice fly to deep center field by
Knox.
The Black Bears scored three more
runs in the next two innings to give
D'Andrea all the support he needed.
Brian Seguin hit his seocnd home run
of the season in the third inning to put
UMaine up 2-1.
(continued from page 17)
They added two more runs in the
fourth when Taylor singled up the mid-
dle, Chad White walked and they both
scored on Knox's two-out 'triple to the
gap in right center.
Central Connecticut threatened in the
seventh as Bob Stefanik led off the inn-
ing with a single but he didn't get any
further as D'Andrea got Gale to pop out
to right and Trevor Loomis ended the
game when Seguin and Tim Scott turn-
ed their second double play of the day.
Don't drink and drive
designate a driver
The Maine Campus
lucuirently accepting
applications for the
position of
Assist2nt Business Manager.
Circulation Manager
Contact Bill Fletcher or
Eric Roach.
581-1272 or 1271
)TONIGHTMON. APRIL 23
7-9 PM
L
CUMBERLAND
PRESENTS:
"THE NO PONY RIDE
VOLUNTEER ORGANIZATION
FAIR"
MAKE A---
DIFFERENCE
—PEACE CORPS —RED CROSS
—ALPHA PHI OMEGA —YMCA •
—RECYCLING AMERICA —HUNGER REUEF
—GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA —AND MORE
MEET US IN THE BASEMENT !!!!
of
Cumberland Hall
We're rising with the sun
at East Campus!
•Rose
Character is a criterion that is sup-
posed to be considered when a player
is elected. But history has shown that
it has not been considered seriously.
Ty Cobb and Babe Ruth were far
from being saints.
Off-field activities shouldn't be
considered in this case either. If Rose
is refused entrance into the Hall of
Fame then we expect too much from
our athletes.
He's already been punished for his
illegal activities and he's awaiting
sentence for tax charges.
He gambled on baseball and
possibly on his own team. For that he
deserves his banishment from playing
baseball. The last thing baseball
needs is another Black Sox incident.
But all those upstanding people
who can't believe "what Pete did to
them" should consider what has hap-
pened to the former Cincinnati Red.
Gambling is a disease. And Rose
was obviously sick. He resorted to
selling membrabilia. Selling the bat
that broke Ty Cobb's hitting record
should be an indication to us all that
this man was not well.
Why is it that people can't accept
gambling as a disease, but players us-
ing cocaine are forgiven if the athlete
(continued from page 17)
seeks help.
Actually players who are addicted
to cocaine are offered help by their
teams and all expenses are paid for.
If we are going to judge character
when deciding who baseball's best are
then New York's Dwight Gooden's
problem with cocaine should
eliminate him if he ever reaches a
milestone on the field that makes him
worthy.
Oakland's Jose Canseco shouldn't
be elected for illegal gun possession
and reckless driving, and we all know
Wade Boggs is not known for his
morals.
It is nice to be able to idolize
athletes, and they should try to live
up to a higher standard because of
their visibility in society, but when
they show they are like the rest of us
they should be judged the same way.
Pete Rose will be sentenced in the
next couple of months for filing false
tax returns. Whatever the judge
decides to give of the six possible
years in prison, the felon deserves.
But Rose's sentence should not in-
clude his exclusion as one of
baseball's greats.
Andy Bean is a senior journalism ma-
jor from Burlington Vermont.
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ON THURSDAY APRIL 26, you. THE
STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
MAINE, WILL HAVE
 THE OFPORUNITY
TO DIRECTLY EM-ECT FUTURE
POLICIES OF THIS INSTITUTION OFF
CAMPUS RESIDENTS WILL
BE VOTING ON ACTIVITY &
RECREATION FEE CHANGES, AND
ON A NONBINDING REFERENDUM
CONCERNING RECRUITMENT
POLICIES ( SPECIFICALLY CIA )_ ON
CAMPUS RESIDENTS WILL VOTE ON
THESE AS WELL AS AN INITIATIVE
CONCERNING THE ALLOCATION
  OF
MONIES FROM RESIDENTIAL LIFE, AND
STUDENTS WILL BE ASKED TO DECIDE
THE FATE OF MICROFRIDGE
SO BE SURE TO VOTE IN YOUR DINING
COMMONS IF YOU LIVE ON CAMPUS OR
IN THE UNION IF YOU LIVE OFF DON'T
LET THIS OPPORTUNITY PASS YOU BY!
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•Draft
backfield.
Another surprise came five
picks later at No. 11, when the
Raiders made one of their classic
picks—Anthony Smith, a defensive end
from Arizona who has a history of knee
problems and played at three colleges,
starting with Alabama.
"I'm really shocked I was picked in
the first round," he said. "I had no
idea when I would be picked, but I knew
who would pick me. Being with the
Raiders fits my personality and my style
of play."
McCants was chosen by Perkins
despite a report in Sunday's Atlanta
Journal and Constitution that he might
need knee surgery and miss the season.
"Everybody's talking about my knee.
I had an arthroscope in my junior
year," he said. "It's mind-boggling to
me that this can come up the day of th
draft. Twenty-seven doctors of the NFL
looked at it and they said it looks
well."
Perkins said McCants would probably
need arthroscope surgery, but no more.
"Our doctors have looked at his knee,
have looked at X-rays and all the other
kinds of tests. He does have a little pro-
'blem. He'll probably be in the next week
or so to have it scoped to take care of
that problem."
It was a long round, lasting 3 hours
and 24 minutes for the 25 picks, 11
minutes longer than last year, when there
were 28 picks.
After Ware, taken by Detroit with the
seventh pick, came Arizona linebacker
Crhis Singleton to New England; Webb,
the Texas A&M offensive tackle, to
Miami; North Carolina State defensive
(continued from page 17)
tackle Ray Agnew to New England;
Smith to the Raiders; Baylor linebacker
James Francis to Cincinnati; Michigan
State linebacker Percy Snow to Kansas
City and West Virginia defensive end
Renaldo Turnbull to New Orleans.
Then came another junior, Houston's
Lamar Lathon to the Oilers, where he
will play for his college coach, Jack
Pardee, followed by defensive back J.D.
Williams of Fresno State to buffalo and
Smith, the seventh junior, to the
Cowboys, who gave up an extra third-
rounder to move up.
Green Bay had two picks, one for
linebacker Tony Bennett of Mississippi,
the other for running back Darrell
Thompson of Minnesota. Then
Washington's Steve Broussard became
the third running back in four picks
when he was chosen by Atlanta.
Pittsburgh took Eric Green, the
270-pound tight end from Liberty;
Philadelphia added speed to its secon-
dary with Georgia's Ben Smith; the Los
Angeles Rams took Washington center
Bern Brostek; the new York Giants took
Georgia running back Rodney Hamp-
ton, another junior, and San Francisco
finished the round by picking Dexter
Carter, a running back-wide receiver
from Florida State.
Cleveland, Minnesota and
Washington didn't have first-round picks
as the result of trades, while Phoenix
(Timm Rosenback) and Denver (Bobby
Humphrey) forfeited theirs in last year's
supplemental draft. Dallas also used
what would have been the first pick for
Steve Walsh but got a pick back from
Minnesota for Herschel Walker.
MAINE DAY '90
'MAINE CIRCLE K
invites all off-campus students to join
them to work on projects in the
community
MEET AT 8:30
IN ALFOND ARENA PARKING LOT,
APRIL 25th
For more information contact Don Whitman
866-5941
CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
Help Wanted P/T, Evenings, Saturdays: Locals ap-
pliance store seeks sales/store operation employee
Summer position with likelyness of beyond sum
mer employment. Call Walt at Canoe City Video
and Appliances, Inc., Old Town p/n 827-2757
APARTMENTS
SUMMER Stan- - Roommate(s) wanted to
sublet apt. horn end of May till Sept. Rent is
negotiable. Fully furnished and 5 min. from
campus. Call: 866-4195 evenings
ATTENTION: POSTAL JOBS! Start $11.41/hour!
For application info Call: (1) 602-838-8885. Ext.
M18402 6a .m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days
ORONO - Modern one bedrcorn; walking distarx
to campus. $4350 plus utilities. Elegant
Neighborhood. Some Available June 1st, and sonic
Sept. 1st. Evergreen. 945-5810
ATTENTION - EASY WORK EXCELLENT PAY!
Assemble products at home. Details. (1)
602-838-8885. Ext. W18402
ATTENTION - HIRING! Government jobs - Your
area $17,840- $69, 485. Call 1-602-838-8885
Ext. R18402
SUMMER HELP
Sommer help needed at Rosalie's Pizza. Bar Har
bor. Some rooms provided. Kitchen help. pizza &
dishwaher. Call: 942-6511 for interview. Keep
trying.
Apartments for rent 1,2, & 3 bedrooms. Sonic
available June First, some Sept. First. 866-3248.
855-2518
FOR SALE
CA&
1966 Plymouth Barracuda $3,250 or BO. New
interior & paint job. Call 581-4547 Ask for Mark
Rm 417 Estabrooke Hall 52N
1984 Nissan Pick-up with cab. Evuellent
Condition. Call - 945-0769
THERE'S A JOB FOR YOU IN A SUMMER
CAMP
The Ameik.an Camping Association (NY) will makc
your application avail to over 300 camps in the
Northeast. Exciting opportunities for college student
and prolessionals. Positions avail: all land and water
sport, kitchen, maintenance, arts and crafts, drama,
music, dance, nature, tnpping, R.V.s M.D.'s. Col-
lege Credit Available. CALL OR WRITE FOR AP-
PLICATION. AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIA-
TION, 12 West 31st Street, New York, NY.
10001, 1-800-777 CAMP
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes. Con ct
les, Chews. Surplus Buyers Guide
1-W2,-838-8885. Ext. A18402
OFHLR 
• You want to saw your Buds for later?
Then you need this TIUGERAIOR.
Your stomachs growlin at 2 a.m.
The snacks bars closed; and so's the Den
Here's food for thought when you feel this way
Get this dorm-sized fridge, CALL NOW!
DONT DELAY! 581-4771. Ask for Ralph Rm.65
SUMMER STAFF
AC.ADIA BIKE & CANOE of Bar Harbor seeks
enthusiastic men and women to work in its busy
rental, retail .and tour operation. Positions include
retail .sales. customer %vice, bicycle mechanics, bike
tour guides, yard personnel, & office staff. We are
located in the heart of Acadia National Park and
can offer an enjoyable summer positions in on'
of Maine's most beautful areas. Co-op credits
available. Long term possibilities for the nght
people. Good pay and bonus program. Housing
available.
For application, job descriptions, and an on
campus interview, contact the UMO Career Center:
Wingate Hall 581-1359 or call us at 288-9605
FURNITURE for sale: Couch (excellent condition),
desks, rug, plants,. etc.. Prices are negotiable.
Call: 827-5209
MOPED - Honda C70 Shp. Like new. 3,2(X)
miles: 2 helmets; $500 or b/0. 947-6346
MUST SEW—APPLE IIE COMPUTER
W12 DRIVES - MONITOR - NEC-
PRINTER - EVERYTHING YOU NEED.
$700 or Best Offer - See John 121
Cumberland Hall. 4931
COASTAL KAYAKING TOURS INC of Bar Har-
bor seeks qualified men and women to lead guid-
ed sea-kayak tours in the ,Acadia Naitonal Park area
and along The Maine Island Trail. jou will lead
half day, full day and multi-day sea kayaking trips
and still work independently much of the time. Ap-
plicants should possess good outdoor leadership
skills, be sound paddlers, and enjoy working with
people. You should have a Maine Guides License
(or be able to be licensed by June 1st.) Contact
us for details. Co-op credits available. Good pay
and bonus prugiam. Housing available.
For application, job descriptions, and an on
campus interview, contact the UMO Career Center:
Wingate Hall 581-1359 or call us at 288-9605
BICYCLE MECHANIC
Acadia Bike & Canoe of Bar Harbor is looking for
expenenced bike mechanics for the summer season.
Good new bike assemble and repair skills are
required. Previous bike shop experience preferred.
Good pay and bonus pregram. Housing available.
Call 288-9605 for application and interview.
SOFA - Contemporary: Excellent Condi
ton. $250.00 ot Best Offer. Call
evenings 866-4195
LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Tr -Colored gold bracelet. on Evening of
April 19th. Between Mem. Gym & York Hall:
Reward $40.00 if found.
Please Call Chris at 4510.
Rm. 245
PERSONALS
Want to trawl to Eutope this summer but don't
have any one to go with? I am a female looking
to trawl to England, Scotland, and France some
time between May 21 through July 14. Please call:
827-5209
SHOPS
Orono Thrift Shop. Take Pine off Main. 2nd Right
to Birch St. Open Wednesdays 11-4 p.m. Good'
Bargains
4
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a nte .adget Has Mar
Machine is a Microwave, Freezer and Refrigerator
By The ASSOCilted
BOSTON—A new appliance that
can chill beer, freeze ice cream and
cook pizza has college students
clamonng, and the inventor, a former
computer sales agent, crossing his
fingers.
The Microfridge offered by Micro-
fridge, Inc., is a three-piece ann1;-- -
The company founders did more More than 88 percent of tiv
than stack three units on top of one shipment was bought by coller•
another and paint them the same their students, Bennett sai,
color, however. Their machine, which students are forming waitin•
stands under four feet tall, was BnAVn University in Rhode
invented to use no mute power than a the University of Southern California.
compact refrigerator. Joseph Zannini, the
"Quite simply, when one unit is director of housing at the
runnina. the other one is off" of Massachu...,,,
MICRO®
RIDGE
BOSTON (AP) — A new -reliance
'reeze ice cream, and cook pizza has college stud
Atunoring, and the inventor, a former computer salesr
!missing his fingers.
The Microfridge, offered by Micrige_,Inc.. of Sha
is a three-piece appliance composed of a corn;
-efrigerator, a separate freezer compartment and a n
microwave. The product retails for $429.
•
Microfridge cot
solution for dor
By ALLISON J. PUGH
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) —College stu-
dents, those connoisseurs of pizza.
beer and ice cream, are clamor-
ing for a unique appliance which
can keep things cold, make things
hot and fit into a cramped dorm
, room.
The Microfridge, offered by
Microfridge, Inc. of Sb
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(See Little, Pag( cools, freezes,
" ...link it could almost be
microwaves
/
ppli- 
explained 
co-founder 
Robert P.
I ice 
Bennett, 33, who said he hoids twoand cuitry.
has 
patents on the Micr
ofridge's ter )enWhe  the 
microwave is 
turned
on, the 
freezer and 
refrigerator
ce 
shut off 
temporarily. They go
ct back on when the 
cooking is done,
1. 
Bennett 
said. 
Product 
testing
)- 
showed that even 
when tfie 
micro-
wave was on for 45 
minutes, therefrigerator and freezer 
sections
gained only 3 
degrees, he 
said.
The first 
shipment of 1,700 Mi-
crofridges 
went out at the end of
August. The 
company 
nin" 4
more 
shipmet 
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considered a necessity if you're
not on the three-meal plan. You
;tudents, those connoisseurs ol
BOSTON (AP) — Collegecan make breakfast, Eggo waf-
fles," she said. Because of the iizza, beer and ice cream, areMicrofridge in her room . •
,i--- 
.".Q1 Man she said. nake things hot and fit into aCollege Appliance
any dlicrofzidgeTric• of Sharon, is
300 ramped dorm room.
the The Microfridge, offered b
; by hree-piece appliance cornmicrowave, then the freezer he said.
and refrigerator would shut off Lauren Marassa, a freshman this )1.,
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